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Foreword
The scope of building a complete intelligent virtual agent (IVA) is too vast for a single research group. It
requires interdisciplinary collaborations between research groups and reuse of existing components. Based off
the SAIBA framework for multimodal behavior generation, an important current research direction for the IVAcommunity deals with facilitating the collaboration between groups and reuse of each other’s work by using
modular architectures and interface standards. In this workshop, in light of emergent technologies and the variety
of IVA applications, we want to discuss the standardization level provided by SAIBA and understand whether it is
still capable of supporting the next generation of IVAs. We aim at improving current points of standardization and
identifying new architectural elements and functionalities that require standardization.
These proceedings contain position papers of six participating research groups who have each presented
an overview of their state-of-the-art in architectures and standards for IVAs and their visions for future IVA
architectures, standardization, and collaborations. We hope for a fruitful discussion on these topics during the
workshop.
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A Shared, Modular Architecture for Developing Virtual Humans
Arno Hartholt 1, David Traum1, Stacy Marsella2, Louis-Philippe Morency1, Ari Shapiro1,
and Jonathan Gratch1
1

1

USC Institute for Creative Technologies, Los Angeles, USA
2
Northeastern University, Boston, USA
Virtual interviewers put the focus on gathering information from or assessing the user. Shifting some of
the conversational burden to the agent requires increased dialogue management and natural language
understanding capabilities. The SimCoach system
[17], for example, is a web-based guide that helps navigate healthcare related resources, which uses a forward looking, reward seeking dialogue manager [15].
Combining advanced dialogue management with audio-visual sensing results in SimSensei, an agent who
aids in recognition of psychological distress [4]. SimSensei enables an engaging face-to-face interaction
where the character reacts to the perceived user state
and intent through its own speech and gestures.
Many of these capabilities are available for the research community through the ICT Virtual Human
Toolkit1. It provides a solid basis for the rapid development of new virtual humans, but also serves as an
integrated research platform to enable contextsensitive research in any of the Virtual Human subfields, taking advantage of and examining the impact
on other system modules.

Main Research Themes

Realizing the full potential of intelligent virtual agents
requires compelling characters that can engage users in
meaningful and realistic social interactions, and an
ability to develop these characters effectively and efficiently. Advances are needed in individual capabilities,
but perhaps more importantly, fundamental questions
remain as to how best to integrate these capabilities
into a single framework that allows us to efficiently
create characters that can engage users in meaningful
and realistic social interactions. This integration requires in-depth, inter-disciplinary understanding few
individuals, or even teams of individuals, possess.
Our research is focused on understanding the relationship between individual capabilities, how they
strengthen each other within larger systems and which
sets of minimum and desired permutations can be defined for different types of systems and domains. This
research is often conducted within the context of a
common, modular framework that contains a mix of
research and commercial technologies to offer full
coverage of subareas including speech recognition,
audio-visual sensing, natural language processing,
dialogue management, nonverbal behavior generation
& realization, text-to-speech and rendering.
Many of our characters are so-called questionanswering agents. They offer a user-driven, interviewtype style of conversation where a user question is
answered with a character answer. These systems explore how to best provide particular information within
a given domain, often through a set of pre-defined
responses from one or more agents. Examples are SGT
Star [1], Boston Museum of Science Guides [20], Virtual Patients [10] and Gunslinger [7], covering military, education, medical and entertainment domains.
Another focus has been on modeling verbal and
nonverbal back-channeling behavior through virtual
listeners, in order to establish rapport and increase
speaker fluency and engagement. The Rapport project
is an example of this [5].

2

Current Architectures and Standards

Many of the virtual humans developed at the University of Southern California Institute for Creative Technologies are instantiation of a more general Virtual
Human Architecture, see Figure 1. It defines at an abstract level the capabilities of a virtual human and how
these interact. Not every system will include all capabilities and some will implement them to a greater or
lesser extent. The architecture allows for multiple implementations of a certain capability and simple substitution of one implementation for another during runtime, facilitating the exploration of alternative models
for realizing individual capabilities. Thus the general
architecture can be specialized in many different ways.
Capabilities are realized through specific modules,
most of which communicate with each other through a
custom messaging system called VHMsg, build on top
1
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https://vhtoolkit.ict.usc.edu

of ActiveMQ 2 . Messages are typically broadcasted,
although there are intended consumers. Libraries have
been built for several languages, including Java, C++,
C#, Lisp and TCL, so that developers have a wide latitude in developing new modules that can communicate
with the rest of the system. There is a standard set of
message types used by existing modules [6], and it is
very easy to create new message types. The basis for
this architecture is SAIBA 3 which was extended to
cover additional areas. It uses the Functional Markup
Language (FML) [9], the Behavior Markup Language
(BML) [11], and the Perception Markup Language
(PML) [21].
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We suggest that future efforts focus on achieving
broader interoperability between systems created by
separate research groups. For instance, while several
BML realizers exist [3, 8, 16, 22, 24], they are not
directly interchangeable due to an often less than strict
implementation of the standard as well as many custom extensions. In addition, the transport layer is undefined, preventing messages between in-house and
external modules to be sent and received easily.
Related, more thought should be given to sharing
capabilities, data and assets throughout the community, to more easily leverage each other’s work. This
requires that standards and procedures move beyond
merely an architecture and interface, and include explicit notions of the community, their systems and data, and associated methodologies. A layered approach
of Community, Architecture & Interface and Implementation levels may aid in this goal.
Reference architectures like SAIBA should include
a broader range of capabilities, including audio-visual
sensing and natural language processing. They should
also address challenges like continuous communication and processing between components rather than
the current often sequential ones.
Finally, relationships between capabilities should
be made more explicit and should be extendable and
scalable. At run-time, the system and its components
should be able to detect available capabilities as well
as their level of sophistication and adapt accordingly,
analogous to discoverable web services. For instance,
a speech recognition capability could offer either discrete or continuous recognition, with optional prosody
analysis; the remainder of the system should be able to
work with the minimum provided capability as well as
take advantage of richer input when available.

Fig. 1. The Virtual Human Architecture.
The relationship between capabilities and modules is
not necessarily one to one. The Agent, for example,
can range from rule-based systems [5], to a statistical
text-classifier (the NPCEditor [13] which also serves
as NLU and NLG), to cognitive architectures [23, 19],
which can include sub-modules for task modeling,
emotion modeling, and dialogue management. Other
often used modules are MultiSense (audio-visual sensing) [21], FLoReS (dialogue manager) [15], Cerebella
(nonverbal behavior generation) [14], and SmartBody
(character animation) [22].
The strengths of the architecture lie in its modularity, extendibility and the wide range of integrated capabilities, offering a powerful basis for the rapid research
and development of new implementations of both
modules and systems. It has been validated by over
two dozen systems, ranging from research prototypes
to deployed applications. More information about the
architecture, API, individual modules and capabilities,
and created systems can be found in [6].

2
3

Future of Architectures and Standards
for IVAs

4

Suggestions for discussion

As mentioned in section three, our interest is in creating an environment in which collaboration can happen
more effectively and efficiently, both on a technical
and organizational level. Relevant topics:
 Integrating architectures and standards from related fields (e.g. ROS, OpenInterface, OpenCog,
EmotionML, the Incremental Unit-architecture,);
 Missing standards (e.g. Context Markup Language
(CML), messaging, etc.);
 Data, assets, knowledge & technology sharing;
 Design and development best practices.

http://activemq.apache.org/
http://www.mindmakers.org/projects/saiba/wiki
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1

Main Research Themes

have not standardized (via FML) the communication
between our Intent Planner and Behavior Planner yet.
We also use several external components in our IVA
architectures, both commercial and developed by other
research groups. For many of these we have multiple alternatives that offer different trade-offs between recognition/synthesis quality, reactivity, and control. For automatic speech recognition we use the SDKs of either
Windows Speech Recognition (Microsoft) or Dragon
NaturallySpeaking (Nuance), both in their incremental
mode. For speech synthesis we use CereVoice (CereProc), MaryTTS (Schröder and Trouvain, 2003) or
its incremental version Inprotk_iSS (Baumann and
Schlangen, 2012). We can track the users’ eyes and
head with faceLAB 5 (SeeingMachines) as well as their
face with SHORE (Fraunhofer IIS). Audio processing
is either done with openSMILE (Eyben et al., 2010) or
custom processing pipelines. For dialog management,
we are also looking into OpenDial (Lison, 2014).
Our components are written in various programming
languages, may run on different operating systems and
on different computers. Furthermore, they allow the
delivery of input processing results or construction and
modification of behavior realization plans in an incremental manner. To manage both incrementally and connectivity our middleware framework IPAACA (http:
//purl.org/net/ipaaca) implements the Incremental Unit (IU) architecture (Schlangen and Skantze,
2011) and embeds it in a message oriented middleware
(RSB; Wienke and Wrede (2011)).

The ‘Social Cognitive Systems’ group explores how
cognitive systems can be intelligent, socially adept interaction partners that allow a fluent and coordinated
interaction with humans. To that end we develop methods to model the behavioral, perceptual-motor, and
cognitive mechanisms of embodied human-like communication and cooperation. We apply and evaluate
them in human–machine interaction scenarios with Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs). Scenarios range from
embedding IVAs in traditional mouse-keyboard interfaces to virtual coaches to virtual assistants for elderly
and cognitively impaired users, to cognitive models
for investigating the semantic coordination of speech
and gesture production and to computational models of
dialog coordination based on linguistic feedback.

2

Current Architectures and Standards

We aim to develop IVAs that can achieve the same high
interactivity and real-time responsiveness as their human conversation partners. To this end, we have developed several IVA components that provide incremental
and adaptive behavior generation:
• A multimodal memory component realized as a
spreading activation model of semantic coordination for speech-gesture production (Bergmann et
al., 2013).
• An incrementalized natural language generation system based on the SPUD framework
(Buschmeier et al., 2012).
• A behavior planner for iconic gestures (Bergmann
and Kopp, 2009).
• A BML 1.0 realizer capable of realizing behavior
in an incremental and highly adaptable fashion
(AsapRealizer; van Welbergen et al. (2014)).
• An information-state based incremental dialog
manager (yet unpublished) capable of handling
uncertain input.
The architecture in which we combine these components follows the SAIBA reference architecture. It
makes use of BML 1.0 for behavior realization. We

3
3.1

Future Architectures and Standards
Short Term

The SAIBA architecture has helped us in providing a
common terminology for behavior generation for IVAs
and specifically in defining a standardized interface
for behavior realization. We propose to enhance the
standardization of terminology and interfaces provided
by SAIBA to provide a full reference architecture for
IVAs. To satisfy our requirements on fluent behavior re-
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PML ≤ functionLayer

Intent Planner
FML
FML

PMLprediction
≤ behaviorLayer

FML
feedback
PML ≤ behaviorLayer

Behavior Planner
BML
BML

PML sensingLayer
BML feedback

As an example, we are working on fully incremental
production and recognition processes in order to allow
for fast and flexible adaptivity e.g, in the face of dialog
feedback (Buschmeier et al., 2012). We further work
on representations and decision making mechanisms
that consider uncertainty – which is inherent in the
recognized and interpreted user input as well as in the
intended effects of an agent’s behaviors and actions –
as valuable information instead of as a mere nuisance.
We also investigate cognitively plausible approaches to
behavioral interpretations based on predictive matching
of sensomotorically grounded motor plans. As a first
step in this direction, we have developed a computational cognitive model that allows an IVA to be engaged
in gestural interaction with human interlocutors, while
simulating mirroring mechanisms such as priming and
imitation learning (Sadeghipour and Kopp, 2011).

PML
≤ behaviorLayer

Behavior
Interpreter
(fast)
PMLprediction
sensingLayer

BML
feedback

Behavior Realizer
(AsapRealizer)

Function
Interpreter
(slow)

PML
sensingLayer

Sensor Processor

Figure 1: The Asap architecture (Kopp et al., 2014).
alization such an architecture should encompass at least
behavior generation, input processing, a bi-directional
coordination between input processing and output generation on multiple levels and provide support for incremental processing on all levels.
Our Articulated Social Agents Platform (Asap) satisfies these requirements. It embeds the SAIBA architecture (left side of Fig. 1) and enhances it with a matching
sub-architecture for input processing and a close bidirectional coordination between input processing and
output generation. Asap’s input processing is inspired
by the Perception Markup Language (PML) proposal
(Scherer et al., 2012). We define explicit interpreters
for each PML layer and use PML messages to communicate between the layers. Additionally, Asap enables
a top-down information flow in input processing. For
example, the Function Interpreter may communicate to
the Behavior Interpreter that listening behaviors (e.g.,
nodding, saying ‘uh-huh’) may occur in the near future if the user is in a listening functional state. Input
processing modules can also profit from generation
modules. For example, the Intent Planner can communicate to the Function Interpreter that it just opened an
adjacency pair, from which the Function Interpreter can
assess that its complement may be uttered by the user in
the near future. Links from input processing to behavior
generation allow the generation of behavior based on
different levels of understanding (e.g., reactive vs. intentional behavior). These links enable the feedback loops
proposed in related work (e.g., Zwiers et al. (2011);
Bevacqua et al. (2009)). Each Planner and Interpreter
in Asap follows the IU-architecture (Schlangen and
Skantze, 2011) for communication between its inner
processes: processes fill IUs incrementally with their
output and may read partial output of other processes
via IUs. Our BML extensions allow incremental and
adaptive behavior construction in AsapRealizer.
3.2

4

Suggestions for Discussion

1. A new reference architecture for IVAs: During the
workshop, we would like to gather the requirements
and design a first version of a new reference architecture for IVAs. Our requirements include handling both
input processing and output generation, the coordination these processes on multiple levels and incremental
processing of input and output. In addition to drawing
such an architecture and defining its terminology, we
would like to set the agenda to further define shared
interfaces between its modules (e.g., PML).
2. Organizing IVA challenges: The Gathering of
Animated Lifelike Agents (GALA) festival provided
awards for demos with IVAs and aimed to stimulate
student work on IVAs, but did not foster the development and comparison of reusable IVA components. To
this end we propose more focused challenges aimed
at the development of specific components (within
a reference architecture). Inspiration for such challenges can be found in related fields such as domestic robotics (RoboCup@Home; http://www.ai.rug.
nl/robocupathome/), natural language generation
(GIVE; Byron et al. (2007)), and speech synthesis (the
Blizzard Challenge; Black and Tokuda (2005)).
3. How to share and combine smaller components:
Many interesting components for IVAs that are smaller
than, e.g., a full Behavior Planner have been developed
over the years in isolated projects and experiments.
We are interested in discussing how such smaller implementations can be embedded in the larger effort of
designing full IVAs, especially in the design of a Behavior Planner. Challenges may help guide IVA component
development in such a way that it fits a full IVA architecture. Inspiration for this might be found in the related
field of robotics, where the Robot Operating System
(ROS; Quigley et al. (2009)) has provided a rich infrastructure for sharing over 3000 robotics-components.

Long term

The long term goal we are working toward is to base
the architecture for our IVAs on universal (i.e., less
problem-specific) and cognitively motivated principles.
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From Thalamus to Skene: High-level behaviour planning and
managing for mixed-reality characters
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1

Main Research Themes

1.3

This paper presents work developed by the authors during the last three years on interactive scenarios featuring
expressive robots that embody intelligent virtual agents
(IVAs). Our work has focused on understanding how
a robotic character’s behaviour can be modelled and
expressed in a body-independent form while providing
users with continuous interactions. It has contributed to
both the LIREC1 and current EMOTE2 EU FP7 Projects.
1.1

LIREC - Thalamus and EMYS-Risk

During the LIREC project, we developed a socially interactive scenario in which the EMYS robot plays the
Risk boardgame with three human players (Pereira et al.,
2014). The Risk game was implemented as a multimedia
application on a touch-table. EMYS takes into account
the game state, history of interactions and perception of
the environment in order to be perceived as a socially
present artificial opponent. Its behaviour is managed by
our own EmysToolkit software and an initial version of
Thalamus, which handled the scheduling and synchronization of BML speech and face actions. The system
was inspired by SAIBA (Kopp et al., 2006), using expressive utterances to model the intention of the robot.
These were composed of dialogue acts annotated with
animation instructions, and triggered from EMYS’s artificial intelligence.
1.2

BML and Perception

While acting in a real-world setting, the behaviour of
a character depends on external sources (perception) in
order to pose correctly towards the users. We ran a
case-study with two robots that interacted by using BML
while perceiving the external environment (Ribeiro et al.,
2012). The study showed how the imperfection of the
robot’s sensors makes it risky to schedule BML events
and expect regular consistency.
1
2

www.lirec.eu
www.emote-project.eu

EMOTE - Thalamus as a Censys system

The EMOTE project aims at developing empathic robotic
tutors that can interact with school children through multimedia applications (scenarios). Our requirements for
the IVA architecture are now for it to be independent of
the type of robot used and to allow to reuse components
in different scenarios. We also felt the need for a flexible
way of structuring the mind and the body of the agent, especially because of the different types of physical devices
that our agent is composed of (robot, external sensors,
touch-device).
With this in mind, we created the Censys model of
agents, which proposes that there is no need to explicitly define a Mind or a Body in an agent. These components can actually be built out of several interacting
processes, which exchange information (Ribeiro et al.,
2013). Thalamus was therefore restructured in order
to become a modular component-integration framework
aimed at IVAs (Ribeiro et al., 2014).
1.4

EMOTE - Skene

Skene is a semi-autonomous behaviour planner that is being developed in the EMOTE project. It is designed to
be reused in different applications and embodiments, and
in SAIBA fits as a behaviour planner. As we described
previously, our interaction environment consists of both
robots and other devices (e.g., multi-touch table (MTT)).
Skene is the component in which all of them meet. Its input is a high-level behaviour description language (Skene
Utterances) and perception information (such as target
locations). Its output consists both of scheduled BML
and non-BML actions (like sounds or application commands).
Skene Utterances essentially drive some state machines and behaviour generation mechanisms. Such functionality was inspired by the expressive utterances previously used on EMYS but now include instructions for
Gazing, Pointing, Waving, Animating, Sound, HeadNodding and Application instructions. The following is
an example of a Skene Utterance:
<GAZE(student)> <WAVE(throughMap)>
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Figure 1: Skene’s components.

Figure 2: A general structure of our SAIBA-based IVAs.

Every map has a <POINT(scale)> scale
that <HEADNOD(1)> can help you. Some
maps represent <ANIMATE(metaphWorld)>
a country, while others represent
smaller areas like this one
<ANIMATE(metaphDichotomicRight)>.
The language was developed alongside with nontechnical partners from psychology working in EMOTE
who provided us with results of human-human interaction
analysis to inform on the design of the agent’s behaviour
(Alves-Oliveira et al., 2014). It is being designed to be
simple, human-readable and to provide a link between
the psychologists’ annotation process and the character’s
behaviour design.
Skene includes some semi-automated behaviour, such
as a gaze-state machine that can keep the character following specific targets while providing it with additional behaviour (e.g gaze-aversion). This gaze-state
machine is being developed based on annotations from
human-human interactions combined with existing literature (Andrist et al., 2014).
By considering a representation of the Environment,
Skene is not bounded to a specific physical set-up. The
Physical Space Manager (PSM) keeps a model of the environment surrounding the character. Pointing, gazing or
waving all require to know the targets’ physical position
in relation to the character. The PSM is configured with
the resolution, dimensions and position of the MTT relative to the robot. The application informs it about the
screen coordinates of relevant GUI and game elements;
these coordinates can then be converted to angles to be
used by expressive behaviours like Gazing or Pointing.

2

Current Architectures and Standards

The systems we described have followed on SAIBA,
with some refinements as we illustrate in Figure 2. We
have used both Wizard-of-Oz and autonomous modules
to generate and feed Utterances to Skene. These Utterances drive the selection and automated generation of
behaviour, both regarding the character’s expressiveness
and its actions in some virtual environment. It also con-
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siders the perception from both the virtual and the real environment in order to keep the behaviour consistent with
the surroundings. Our main addition to the SAIBA model
is the consideration of the interaction environment as part
of the whole architecture. Our architecture is being used
in two EMOTE scenarios, in a collaboration with EPFL3 ,
and on some MSc projects at IST.

3

Future Architectures and Standards for
IVAs

Our vision is that a successful IVA architecture will allow
us to take components from one IVA, and reuse them in
another IVA and application. That requires a standardization of interfaces through which the components communicate and the definition of roles/functions of some
components. We have been using Thalamus as the backbone for our robotic IVAs, which by following the Censys model, gives us flexibility to separate components and
reuse them across applications. Although neither Censys
nor Thalamus are architectures, inspiration from Censys
might bring forward some of the flexibility we envision
to other SAIBA-based systems and the future of IVAs.
We also believe that the representation and connection
with the surrounding environment must be considered by
such an architecture, as the future will bring mixed-reality
IVAs that interact with the users through both through
some physical form and multimedia applications.

4

Suggestions for Discussion

The following list contains the topics we would like to
discuss during this workshop:
•
•
•
•

3

PML and FML syntax;
How robots and environments fit into SAIBA;
BML on non-anthropomorphic characters;
Designing and developing scenarios with nontechnical partners (e.g. from psychology and arts).
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Suggestions for Extending SAIBA with the VIB Platform
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1

Main Research Themes

Virtual Interactive Behavior (VIB) is a SAIBA compliant
platform which supports the creation of socio-emotional
ECAs. It takes as input utterances augmented with communicative functions and emotional states specified in
FML-APML (Carolis et al., 2004). The ECA spoken utterances are enriched by nonverbal behaviors NVB (gaze,
facial expression, gesture). The choice of NVB can be
modulated by the definition of the dynamicline that is associated to each ECA (Mancini and Pelachaud, 2008).
The dynamicline specifies the preferred modalities and
the expressive parameters of each modality (Huang and
Pelachaud, 2012). These parameters act on the quality of
execution of a behavior such as its speed and acceleration,
its fluidity and amplitude.
VIB allows the agent to be an active interactant
(speaker or listener). The ECA can decide which social
attitudes to display towards its conversation partners (Pecune, 2013). These social attitudes can be shown by the
choice of its intentions (Callejas et al., 2014), the type
of the ECAs reactions (e.g. exhibit a polite or amused
smile (Ochs and Pelachaud, 2013)) and its capacity to
be temporally aligned (Prepin et al., 2013). For example, an interpersonal attitude can be chosen at intentional
level and the supporting utterances (Chollet et al., 2014)
and multimodal behaviors (Ravenet et al., 2013) are produced. While most of the behavior models integrated
within VIB are procedural, Ding has used machine learning techniques to drive the multimodal behaviors of the
agent when saying emotional speech (Ding et al., 2013)
and laughing (Ding et al., 2014).
We are currently working on endowing the agent with
the capacity to show its engagement during the interaction by choosing its conversation topics (Glas in (Ochs
et al., 2013)) and by making use of hetero-repetition, on
expanding the expressivity model by analysing a large
database of motion capture data of expressive multimodal
behaviors (Fourati and Pelachaud, 2014), and on modeling group behavior during conversations.

2

Current Architectures and Standards

VIB has a modular and extensible architecture. Each
module represents an ECA’s functionality, therefore one
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ECA is defined by a particular set of modules as depicted with three examples in Fig. 1. Different formats
are adopted to describe the actions that an ECA can perform, these formats represent information ranging from
the cognitive level (eg. communicative intentions) to the
physical level (eg. skeleton animations). These information are exchanged in the form of events and represent
the input and output of the modules. Each module in VIB
automatically processes the received events.
We developed a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows a user to design, instantiate and connect the modules (e.g. FML/BML reader, behavior planner, 3D engine
player, gesture editor, etc.).

Figure 1: Three example architectures created in VIB
Core Modules These modules include a SAIBA compliant Behavior Planner and Realizer that work with our
own FML-APML specification and extended BML file
formats respectively. The Behavior Realizer outputs are
keyframes performers used to compute the real-time animation of the agent’s body and face. An external player
(i.e. 3D engine) can be plugged into the system. This
supports the rendering of the 3D environment with different engines (e.g. Ogre3D or Unity3D). Different agents
or users can be represented in VIB and share the same
player, therefore the same 3D environment.
Other Modules The libraries of movements used are
not fixed and may be updated continuously. For this purpose, “editors” modules can be used to define the facial
expressions by action units (AU) (Ekman and Friesen,
1978), the gestures (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992), the
mapping between AU and FAP (MPEG-4, 2014), the

shape of hands, etc. Network communications modules
have been developed to interface with external software
or to exchange events between different instances of the
platform over several machines. Currently, different APIs
are used such as ActiveMQ and Thrift. A Neural Network
module provides an opportunity for the user to create neurons and connect them via a specific GUI. It can be used
to create real-time expressions by motor resonance.

troduction of Chapter 6 in (Cafaro, 2014) for a review). In
general, our vision is that SAIBA should not only provide
standardized interface languages but also techniques and
modules that enable to properly transfer between SAIBA
components the information represented by these interface languages.

3

Raw Perception vs. Attention We emphasized the importance of separating low level user’s behavior recognition and its interpretation. An interesting aspect is also
the distinction between raw environment perception and
the actual information processed by an ECA depending
on its attention level. In (Balint and Allbeck, 2013),
agents’ perceptions are limited by their senses (i.e. solely
within their field of view). However, the agent’s attention
level might filter out some raw information. In a crowded
scene, for example, an ECA in face-to-face interaction
might exclude some auditory or visual raw perceptions
(e.g. other agents walking by) since its attention is focused on the interactant, but another agent or an object
(e.g. a car moving fast close by) might trigger an attention shift. We suggest a discussion on how to separate raw
perception and attention with emphasis on how to model
attention level.

Future Architectures and Standards for
IVAs

User Behavior Perception Many ECA systems attempted to recognize user behavior during the interaction (e.g. the SEMAINE project (Bevacqua et al., 2012)).
There exist commercial and academic software for behavior recognition (e.g. head tracking with OpenCV) and
mental states (e.g. emotion recognition with SHORE).
However, these are often heterogeneous and require adhoc development of interfaces for integration into ECA
systems. We advocate for a standard representation of the
ouptut provided by these applications. The Perception
Markup Language (PML) (Scherer et al., 2012), represents a first attempt. However, in addition to the certainty
value and the sensory layer, PML redefines behavioral
and functional levels (i.e. behavior and function layers),
which could simply reuse the BML and FML specifications.
Multi-party and Multi-floor Interaction In face-toface communication a person might be engaged in more
than one conversation at the same time with different
roles. For example, someone could listen to a talk and
speak to the person seated next by. This moves from
dyadic settings towards more complex multi-party scenarios that should be represented both at functional (i.e.
FML) and behavioral (i.e. BML) levels. An FML specification addressing this aspect has been proposed by (Cafaro et al., 2014) but it has not been adopted yet by any
ECA system. We also think that representing more complex configurations at functional level and not only with
BML may be important to affect the subsequent produced
multimodal behavior. A few examples are 1-to-many
(e.g. describing a public speech) and many-to-many (two
groups interacting as a whole with each other).
Transforming from FML to BML in SAIBA SAIBA
currently does not specify how FML should be transformed into BML. We believe that this aspect cannot be
left aside of the framework with individual researchers
providing their “home made” solutions, as this may critically impact the flexibility of integration into other systems. Previous ECA systems have mainly adopted two
strategies to solve this problem that are broadly categorized as data-driven or procedural approaches (cf. in-
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4

Suggestions for Discussion

Dealing with Reactive Behaviors Reactive behaviors
are part of the interaction. For instance, an agent might
bend over to avoid a ball coming to him, or scream after seeing a spider landing on its shoulder. According to
(Scherer, 2001), a quicker response is needed for those
behavior, may be bypassing the functional planning part
of the SAIBA pipeline. The question is whether these
low-level quick reactions would fit in SAIBA or should
be modeled externally. (Bevacqua et al., 2008) attempted
to model this aspect, but on behavioral level (e.g. BML).
Our question is what happens at the functional level? If
an immediate reaction is required, should the pending intention be canceled, or re-scheduled to be accomplished
later?
From BML to Animation Similarly to transforming
FML to BML, transforming planned BML into low level
parameters ready to be executed as animations by BML
Realizer might be problematic. Currently there is no
guarantee that playing the same BML block on two different realizers will lead to the same result. Is there a way
for designers to be assured that the behaviors they are
creating will be played the same way, whatever the agent
could be? One solution to address this problem might
be to set an additional standardization layer between the
Planner and the Realizer components in SAIBA which
could provide lower level information (e.g. joint rotations
or animation parameters).
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environment but require the user’s physical action,
such as lighting a fire or spearing a fish.

Main Research Themes

Two related goals of IVA research involve increasing
the believability and perceived trustworthiness of
agents and increasing the user's sense of engagement.
In our research, we use human-human interaction as a
model for agent behaviors that build rapport between
humans and agents. Our paralinguistic model of rapport (Novick & Gris, 2014) comprises a sense of emotional connection, a sense of mutual understanding,
and a sense of physical connection. Our research,
which focuses primarily on the sense of physical connection, seeks to increase the naturalness of non-verbal
interaction to correspondingly increase human-IVA
rapport (Tickle-Degnan & Rosenthal, 1987; Huang et
al., 2011). For these studies, we have developed two
agents, with variable non-verbal behaviors, in immersive games designed to maintain users’ engagement.
1.1

Figure 1. Interaction with the “Escape from the Castle
of the Vampire King” agent.

Familiarity Agent

This agent is part of a longer-term project to provide
IVAs with behaviors that enable them to build and
maintain rapport with their human partners. We focus
on paralinguistic behaviors, especially nonverbal behaviors, and their role in communicating rapport. The
Our IVA guides its players through a speechcontrolled game called “Escape from the Castle of the
Vampire King (see Figure 1), through which we measure the familiarity between humans and agents across
two interaction sessions. We studied whether increasing amplitude of nonverbal paralinguistic behaviors
leads to an increased perception of physical connectedness between humans and ECAs (Novick & Gris,
2013; Gris, Novick, Gutierrez & Rivera, in press).
1.2

Figure 2. Jungle survival agent.

2

Current Architectures and Standards

We developed our agents independently of SAIBA,
BML, and FML, in part because we wanted to understand agent development from the ground up and in
part because our research requires some less-common
features, such as recognition of full body gestures,
blending animations, and agent portability and reuse.
The project would likely have benefited from using
PBL as a foundation for gesture recognition.

Two-Way Virtual Rapport Agent

This agent is a work in progress in which we make use
of full-body gesture recognition to create a sense of
physical connection between users and agents. To
achieve this, we guide users through a jungle-island
survival scenario (see Figure 2). We focus on collaborative physical activities that take place in the virtual

Our implementation uses Unity 4, a Microsoft Kinect,
and the Windows Speech SDK, interfaced and net-
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worked with each other and synchronized to handle the
agent’s complex behavior. Figure 3 presents an implementation-level outline of the system’s components
and their relationships. We use the Unity 4 game engine to display our agents and Unity’s Mecanim system to create an extensive array of animations.

tion of specific joints) that can be blended at a later
time to create unlimited specialized movements.’
Another key feature of IVAs is the real-time perception of a user’s full-body gestures. For most IVAs, this
ability is limited, partly because the necessary setup is
more elaborate, requiring more than a computer and a
screen. Now that it is possible to track skeleton joint
movement, gesture recognition can be more than a set
of image-analysis algorithms with limited tracking
capabilities, complicated setups, and long render
times. We hope that a standard can be set to capture
gestures or poses based on skeleton data, so that studied gestures can easily be ported into the recognizers
and applied across agents.
More broadly, we see a need to leverage standards and
shared tools through more effective organization of the
research community. Our experience suggests that
newcomers to the field would be well served by having a single place from which to obtain standards and
tools rather than having to visit our research groups’
individual sites.

Figure 3. Implementation-level architecture of the
software-hardware interfaces and feature handling.
Animations are played by a state graph that follows
user-specified parameters of when an animation should
start, end, or blend with another animation. Multiple
animations can be blended to obtain a completely different animation in real time and give the user the impression that the agent never moves in exactly the
same way twice. Animations are divided layers that
can control different parts of the body, so multiple
animations can be played at the same time and affect
different limbs of the agent. The animations are played
when the system decodes a message sent by the dialog
tree that has the information about the specific animation to be played, the length of the dialog that the agent
will say, and the position where the agent and the
player should be.

4

Our approach for IVA design is modular. Our agents
recognize full-body gesture recognition and produce
nonverbal behaviors using multiple technologies that
we later synchronize through a network. We are interested in how to develop these modular technologies,
how can we share them across research groups, and
how we can address difficult interaction problems with
them. Specific questions include:
•

To describe interactive scenes, we developed a dialog
interpreter that parses an XML document and links
dialog states through conditionals. The file includes
the responses anticipated by the systems at relevant
parts of the scene. After the interpreter compiles the
file, it builds a dialog tree that contains the relationships of the dialogs segments through the storyline.

•

•

3

Suggestions for Discussion

Future of Architectures and Standards for
IVAs

Current generations of users are accustomed to hyperrealistic videogame characters and movie assets. A key
aspect of these advanced-gen characters is the fluid
and realistic way in which they move, which is usually
handmade through motion capture. IVAs are a step
behind, as their movement is generated on the fly. We
would like to see a standard that enables research
groups to exchange animation sets or subsets (anima-

•
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How can shared resources (e.g., BML, PML,
SABIA) support extension to novel modes of interaction?
Given the popularity and accessibility of the latest
gaming technologies, how can we make use of
them to develop quick, inexpensive and portable
IVA prototypes?
With the increased IVA functionality and interactive capabilities, what requirements and standards
should we take into consideration when developing agents that interact not only with humans but
with other agents at the same time?
Can we define a clear separation of IVAs’ architectural components between their domain and the
agent’s features (e.g., gesture recognition, speech
recognition, virtual environments, gesture and
pose handling, AI elements)? How can we use this
to create IVAs, and specific features that can be
shared across research groups and disciplines?
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We Never Stop Behaving: The Challenge of Specifying and
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Main Research Themes

The Socially Expressive Computing group aims to build
virtual environments where social interaction is both effective and visually convincing. What particularly sets
our work apart is the belief that to reach this goal all social bodies, regardless of whether they are avatars representing human users or characters controlled by autonomous agents, need to automate social awarenes and
reactivity to the social environment (Vilhjálmsson, 2014).
This paper is an exposition of the idea that it is not
trivial to bring typical Embodied Conversational Agent
(ECA) architectures from a situation where they support
one-on-one conversations with human users into virtual
environments populated with other agents and avatars.
This has implications for SAIBA because it grew out
of the former situation. The following sections briefly
review three phases of prior and current research that
demonstrate this.
1.1

consolidated into a flexible tool called BEAT (Cassell
et al., 2001). This was an early instance of FML and
BML annotation and scheduling. Spark, which animated
avatars based on the online chat messages exchanged
by their users, used this approach (Vilhjálmsson, 2004).
Avatars would idle until someone ”spoke” and a multimodal performance ensued. The bursts of lively conversation were framed by awkward inactivity.
1.2

Phase 2: Coordinated Social Environment

The Tactical Language and Culture Training System
(Johnson et al., 2004) was a virtual environment populated with interactive characters playing roles in scenarios
for training human users in the use of foreign languages
and cultural skills (Figure 2).
Social Manager
Social
Puppet

Social
Puppet

Social
Puppet

Social
Puppet

Human

Agent

Agent

Agent

Phase 1: Discrete Control of Behavior

In the Embodied Conversational Agent REA (Cassell et
al., 1999), the architecture was structured around the
agent’s response to discrete events generated by the actions of a human interlocutor (Figure 1). These multimodal events were fused into so-called frames which contained both interactional and propositional interpretations
of what just happened. Those in turn created obligations,
addressed by similar outgoing frames which generated
schedules of supporting verbal and non-verbal actions.
Input
Manager

Understanding
Module

Decision
Module

Generation
Module

Action
Scheduler

Hardwired Reaction

Figure 1: The REA architecture was a pipeline for generating a proper response to a user’s input. A short-cut supported
a quick hardwired reaction, but in the absence of user input
events, nothing would happen

The multi-modal generation process, from text to be
spoken to annotated intent to supporting behavior, got
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Figure 2: The social puppets of TLCTS could react to any other
social puppet in a coordinated fashion thanks to a central manager. Emphasis was on initiating and breaking contact.

Bringing ECAs into an interactive game environment
aggrevated the awkwardness inactive moments. People
standing idly, waiting to be spoken to, were neither engaging nor natural. A way was needed to naturally manage the co-presence of multiple social bodies that would
for example react to someone approaching or even just
passing by. This was done with a centralized social manager that kept track of all social puppets, which essentially were the embodiments of the agents and users (Vilhjalmsson et al., 2007). The manager fed puppets with
perceived FML events, mostly of the interactional kind,
such as A recognizes you or A requests turn in your group.
Each puppet would then provide the manager with an
FML response, such as Invite A to join or Give A the turn,
as well as animating the supporting nonverbal behavior.

While the social puppets could bounce around FML
messages, potentially creating intricate patterns of interactional behavior, each behavior onset or change in idle
state (each character could display a variety of idle motions based on context) was a discrete response to a discrete event. Sometimes these meaningful events would
occur seconds or even minutes apart. Was no behavior
necessary in between?
1.3

Phase 3: Continuous Motion Control and
Emergence

People do not simply stop behaving. Our behavior is continuous and is modulated by a constantly changing environment. To capture this notion, it seemed natural to
think of the body as being pushed or pulled by a an ever
present force, not physical but an abstract one, kind of a
social force.
Our first instantiation of this, CADIA Populus (Pedica
and Vilhjalmsson, 2010) got completely rid of the conversation focused ECAs and neither considered FML or
BML. Instead it focused on dynamic positioning and orientation of bodies in large social environments based on
a steering behavior framework (Reynolds, 1999). We implemented such things as Kendon’s F-formation system
(Kendon, 1990) and reactions to the invasion of private
space).
At any given moment one or more steering forces
would motivate motion in any of the degrees of freedom
(forces could be prioritized or combined using weights).
These forces would belong to certain contexts, essentially
implementing the social norms associated with particular
situations. Only those in conversation would for example
need to worry about maintaining their F-formation (Figure 3.
Norms A

Reactive
Body

Reactive
Body

Norms B

Reactive
Body

Reactive
Body

Reactive
Body

Figure 3: Social bodies are continuously influenced by social
forces, tied to certain contexts such as group membership, and
update their position and orientation accordingly

This approach resulted in a far more life-like environment (Pedica et al., 2010) where overall social order
seemed to emerge from relatively simple rules, independently executed by every character.

2

Vilhjálmsson, 2012). We are currently combining a REAlike architecture with the behavior tree-based social steering mechanism we call Impulsion. This is taking place in
a Unity 3D environment called Virtual Reykjavik (Figure
4). The work is not completed, e.g. our proposed FML
(Cafaro et al., to appear) has not been fully integrated
with Impulsion.

Current Architectures and Standards

We have now been seeking ways to integrate our continuous steering approach with mechanisms that also support
action planning. We have both integrated BDI systems
(Thrainsson et al., 2011) and behavior trees (Pedica and
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Figure 4: Groups gather in the central square of Virtual Reykjavik

3

Future Architectures and Standards for
IVAs

The challenge that SAIBA faces is that for life-like characters we need a multitude of motion engines (e.g. for
locomotion, for gatherings, for ”idling” and gazing), that
continuously shape nonverbal behavior - not on a timed
schedule, but as a reaction to a dynamic environment. To
some extent we have addressed this by including BML
commands that ”set” the state of such engines, but we
have not specified what then occurs in any detail.
Furthermore, complex motion engines can be valuable
assets and it seems that the SAIBA community could
work on interfaces that support their migration between
behavior realizers. Being able to shop for components
such as gaze engines and gathering engines could save a
lot of work.

4

Suggestions for Discussion

In light of the previous discussion, the following topics
are suggested for the workshop:
• How does SAIBA currently deal with continuous
behavior?
• What is our experience with integrating SAIBA with
continuous motion engines (e.g. for locomotion)? Is
there inherent incompatability?
• Do we see value in addressing continuous motion
within the SAIBA framework? Perhaps with a motion engine interface specification?
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The discussion groups focused on the following three topics:
1. Planning and realization of multimodal behavior;
2. Sharing assets, resources and knowledge;
3. Describing contextual information.

1

Planning and realization of multimodal behavior

In the first discussion group we focused on the increasing demand in novel IVA applications for continuous
rather than discrete multimodal behavior planning and realization. In the SAIBA framework the Behavior Markup
Language (BML) supports the specification of discrete behavior (e.g. gestures, speech, posture shifts) and their
synchronization. Currently, however, it is impossible to specify behavior in BML that in nature is exhibited in a
continuous fashion (e.g. maintaining interpersonal distance, walking in a crowded environment). Related to this,
incremental approaches have emerged that compose reactive behavior from small chunks of BML – which can be
regarded as partially realizing such continuous behavior. A definition for incremental and continuous behavior is
needed and the distinction between the two should be clarified. Then, at the design level, it remains a question if
and how BML should support the specification of continuous behavior.
During the discussion some ideas came up for such a specification. Firstly, two layers seem to be needed. A
BML representation layer that enables the description of discrete behavior (extending the current BML standard),
and an additional layer dealing with continuous behavior representation. This approach may lead to conflicts
between the two layers that need to be handled. For example, in a group interaction there could be a BML chunk
continuously updating interpersonal space, i.e. locomotion behavior, and another chunk that requires a different
movement, i.e. movement towards a given destination. Conceptually, realization capabilities can be seen as shared
resources that need to be allocated among competing BML chunks that require them, and some mechanism needs
to be designed to determine which chunks are allocated which resources.
Secondly, an overall control logic is required to enable, disable and modify behaviors in the continuous behavior
layer itself and to select behaviors, for example, according to priorities. To this end, a scripting language embedding
BML descriptors could be introduced which supports these enabling/disabling/modification operations and can
additionally chain together behavior using loops in a similar fashion as in imperative programming languages (e.g.
for repeating gaze behavior).
Inspiration for the specification of such a two-level specification language and the corresponding realizer implementation may be drawn from design patterns in software engineering or in other fields (e.g. crowd simulation).
Since continuous realization requires adaptation of ongoing motion and speech, we established that real-time
animation and incremental text-to-speech experts are key figures that need to be involved in the design and
implementation process.
We scheduled an agenda for the short and long term. In the short term we plan to organize a collaborative
meeting where participants will model a given scenario featuring an interaction that involves both continuous
and discrete behavior (e.g. similarly to the Cheeseburger scenario discussed in the 2010 FML workshop at ICT
in USA). The goal will be to describe the interaction using the current BML specification, and propose new
descriptors when needed, taking into account incremental and continuous behavior. Starting from this exercise, the
gaps discussed above, will be formally defined, and a sketch design for the control logic (i.e. logic dealing with the
control of discrete and continuous behavior) will be defined. This will be the basis for a preliminary new version
of BML and a shared library of control logic patterns (i.e. scripts).
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In the long term, all the gaps in the BML standard should be implemented in a new BML 2.0 version. Challenges
for this new BML version consist of specifying continuous behavior and providing the specification means required
for resolving conflicts between behaviors and allocating their required resources.

2

Sharing assets, resources and knowledge

In the second discussion group we focused on how to best facilitate the sharing of a variety of resources, including
capabilities, assets, data and best practices.
First, this requires a common understanding of terms, and to a certain extent technologies and methodologies,
in order to make sharing possible. This then allows for the decision of the scale of what’s being shared, from
individual assets to tools to modules. In the long term, the definition of an overall common theoretical and technical
framework based on common standards would act as an organizing principle for available elements. It was felt
that the most usable elements to share would be animations, software modules (e.g. a dialogue manager), and
experimental data sets and results.
Second, there needs to be a common portal for these shared elements. In its most basic form, this could be an
overview of available resources, both academic and commercial. This would provide the additional benefit of
acting as an archive that can preserve current views and capabilities for future reference. In a more elaborate form,
actual elements created by the research community can be uploaded and shared. Each element would require a
minimum set of meta data, including developer info, ease of use, technical readiness level, category, used standards,
relevant papers, etc. Software will need additional information, including a defined API and documentation and
tutorials. Social elements should be available, providing the ability to comment on and rank elements as well as
answer questions and facilitate discussion.
For the short term, this requires a more formal set of requirements, prioritized with a focus on a baseline
functionality that can grow over time. Organizers and project leads will have to be identified, as well as possible
sources of funding. Explicit attention needs to be paid on defining how to be successful; it is difficult and time
consuming to initiate, grow and sustain a community. A central location and forum will have to be set up to
facilitate initial discussions. These points should be formalized within a white paper and circulated and updated
amongst a small group of interested parties acquired through the IVA emailing list. The finalized white paper can
be the starting point for engaging funding sources.
In the long term, an ontology and related formal descriptions can be drafted related to categories of shared
resources, target audiences, the overall landscape and associated topology. Meta data will have to be specified and
templates set up for lessons learned, tutorials, documentation, etc. If the community grows to a critical mass, the
hope would be to be able to connect researchers with other audiences, including application developers and the
general public, resulting in potential study participants, end-user feedback, industry collaborations and funding.

3

Describing contextual information

In the third discussion group, we discussed about memory systems and representation of contextual information.
In particular, in long term user-agent interactions, it becomes important to keep information about the context of
the interactions and build agents with memory capabilities (e.g. relational agents). Indeed, communicating with
agents that do not remember who is the user or what he/she said earlier might break the illusion, and lead to an
unpleasant interaction. However, there is yet no standardized system allowing virtual agents to keep records of
the interactions and manage them. Many knowledge base systems already exist, but each of them use their own
process to store information, and to retrieve it.
Then, for the short term, we agreed to design standards regarding these two questions: (1) How do we store the
information? We should first try to focus on how to abstract information according to a particular context. Each
interaction should be summarized in different chunks of information and store in a knowledge base. Each chunk of
information should also be linked to a set of contextual tags, so it can be retrieved later. (2) How do we infer which
information should be used during the interaction? The process of retrieving and using chunks of information
according to the interaction should be standardized as well.
For the long-term, we should try to focus on a third question, about forgetting the information: How long should
we keep the information in the system? Since agents that remember everything might seem creepy, we considered
two situations: If the human has to be immersed in a virtual world, the agents he encountered should be granted an
accurate but short-termed memory. If the agents are introduced in the real world, their memory should last longer,
but should be less accurate.
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